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1. Keeping Connected while Social Distancing 

Julie - being able to use zoom to connect with people, virtual cooking classes 
Lindsay - local ARC created “virtual hangs” and documents created with ideas for 
activities (dance parties, scavenger hunts with list provided ahead of time for 
individuals with mobility limitations, virtual tours and trips, along with accessibility 
support for zoom platform (PDF guides and resources sent with webinar 
follow-up email) 
Jason Harris from Ohio LADD using zoom to host activities like art, family feud, 
bingo, trivia, etc. with self-advocates as leaders and a planning meeting the day 
before the broad opportunity to ensure accessibility and inclusion along with 
individuals with disabilities as planners.  Also scheduling simple chat 
opportunities just to be able to talk to each other 
Faith Kelley from Alaska made a huge transformation to offer Friendships and 
Dating to virtual platform to continue curriculum programming and offering social 
opportunities hosted online 
Agency using zoom for day rehabilitation program using breakout rooms 
Jillian Ober from Ohio mentioned the barrier of individuals lacking technology 
devices, internet access, or training to be able to utilize programs 
Austin Nugent from Kentucky mentioned speaking with a doctor who suggested 
partnering with Telehealth organizations and lending libraries and assistive 
technology centers, some youth with disabilities don’t have as much experience 
getting online, using social media, how can we support access and 
understanding social norms.  
Heather Sims mentioned that maybe the local relay service in your State they 
mostly help deaf but they have a lot of assistive technology Also your local center 
for Independent Living and State Voc Rehab Center can assist with technology 
 

2. Staying Safe 
Julie - what are your privacy settings and how do we support people to navigate. 

https://www.aucd.org/template/event.cfm?event_id=8653&id=975&parent=975
https://www.aucd.org/template/page.cfm?id=975


Apps are available to create safety plans. What if you are quarantined with an 
abuser? 
Austin - making sure we’re creating videos/resources around safety with 
universal design 
Jason - while we want people to be safe, there is also dignity of risk, we also 
can’t be overprotective and not allow people to take risks, making things 
accessible to the most people as possible, using supported decision making, try 
to mitigate risk bout still allowing people autonomy 
Lindsay - thinking about rates of IPV increasing during quarenting and wondering 
what police and IPV centers are doing to ensure they are being inclusive of 
individuals with disabilities in their outreach and work since PWD experience 
abuse at higher rates 
Kelley Harleb -  thinking of individuals experiencing domestic violence and the 
increase of isolation and how technology can be used as a weapon by limiting or 
supervising access so wondering how to encourage agencies we interact with on 
how to support individuals who have direct contact which is so limited right now 
to try and ensure communication and check in to see if they are ok.  Encouraging 
the more check in the better 
 

3. Maintaining Relationships  - with those you are quarantining with 
Considering group homes and figuring out ways to have people interact in fun 
and engaging ways that still encourage social distancing and new hygiene 
practices and importance of getting people outside and in outside world 
Jason - LADD did a fit challenge week long virtual fitness effort and are providing 
facemask PPD to people and offering activities along with education on the why 
and importance of safety protocols which is critical in explaining the situation 
Julie - thanked jason for talking about ‘fostering interest’  where people try out 
new things and the give and take in relationships and importance of 
communication and being able to advocate for needing alone time or talk to 
those around you to express moments of frustration or moments of 
awesomeness so core relationship skills need to be re-emphasized  
Austin - shared that she struggles with mental health diagnosis and typical ways 
to take care of herself aren’t as readily available as an option so trying to find 
opportunities and boundaries that provide balance and offer positivity to 
interpersonal relationships.  Challenge of allowing the stress to take hold 
Lindsey asked if anyone knew of any resources available that could help support 
individuals who don’t have those coping mechanisms 
Jillain suggested having structure to schedule with set aside time for 
opportunities to take care of self, interaction with others, etc.  so looking at a 



weekly structured schedule to provide people with a rhythm and set aside times 
to do activities or things that are needed 
Recognizing that its ok to struggle right now 
Tanisha has started watching shows with her daughter and starting 
conversations about that show which helps deflect her missing her friends and 
provide some common ground.  Found a book with conversation starters that 
build upon how you would get to know someone and using that to build a 
relationship with daughter 
Jason -  autistic individual talked about respecting each others space and 
allowing acceptance of others struggles or anxieties and allowing space 
 
4. Loneliness, Isolation, & Mental Health 
Austin - suggested scheduling time for physical activity and prioritizing mental 
health care so before diving into work day doing some mindfulness and check-in 
with self.  
Scott Mullins - Univ of Southern Miss - using a program called Discord database 
free program to continue communication with each other and been hosting 
events for group with trivia, dungeons and dragons, movie night, and others. 
Article submitted to AUCD 
https://discord.com/ 
 
Some of our team members created a video about staying social while 
distancing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S36osYJ6e-c&feature=youtu.be 
 
Additional Links Shared:  
 
https://themighty.com/topic/disability/ 
 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10UfN6r7gvvepxBtfcnrtr-6bTaZkGa7eZCbl1
Q_H_sI/edit#heading=h.14y8xeoc8oew 
 
https://discord.com/ 
 
Apps mentioned for connecting virtually = Circle of 6, MY3, Safe Around Me 
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